Context: Although recent trends in obesity have been well documented, generational patterns of obesity from early childhood through adulthood across birth cohorts, which account for the recent epidemic of childhood obesity, have not been well described. Such trends may have implications for the prevalence of obesity-associated conditions among population subgroups, including type 2 diabetes. Objective: Our objective was to evaluate trajectories of obesity over the life course for the US population, overall and by gender and race. Design, Setting and Participants: We conducted an age, period and birth cohort analysis of obesity for US individuals who participated in the National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES) . Main Outcome Measures: Obesity was defined as a body mass index X95th percentile for individuals aged 2-16 years or X30 kg m -2 among individuals older than 16 years. Age was represented by the age of the individual at each NHANES, period was defined by the year midpoint of each survey, and cohort was calculated by subtracting age from period. Results: Recent birth cohorts are becoming obese in greater proportions for a given age, and are experiencing a greater duration of obesity over their lifetime. For example, although the 1966-1975 and 1976-1985 birth cohorts had reached an estimated obesity prevalence of at least 20% by 20-29 years of age, this level was only reached by 30-39 years for the 1946-1955 and 1956-1965 birth cohorts, by 40-49 years for the 1936-1945 birth cohort and by 50-59 years of age for the 1926-1935 birth cohort. Trends are particularly pronounced for female compared with male, and black compared with white cohorts. Conclusions: The increasing cumulative exposure to excess weight over the lifetime of recent birth cohorts will likely have profound implications for future rates of type 2 diabetes, and mortality within the US population.
Background
Over the last 30 years, the prevalence of obesity has increased dramatically in the United States, 1,2 with a doubling of rates among US adults, and a tripling of rates among US children. It is well documented that obesity is associated with increased rates of cardiovascular disease, 3 type 2 diabetes 4 and premature mortality, 5 and has also been linked with impairments in quality of life and a greater likelihood of disability. 6, 7 Experts have, therefore, suggested that there will be profound generational consequences of the obesity epidemic in the United States. 8 The acceleration of obesity trends among the US pediatric population is of particular concern, as studies have shown that body mass index (BMI) usually increases with age, 9 and obesity during childhood is associated with persistence of obesity into adulthood. 10 To date, current projected rates of type 2 diabetes burden, 11 or reductions in life expectancy 8 as a consequence of the obesity epidemic, have been studied using period estimates of obesity among adults only, which does not account for accelerating obesity trends within the youngest generations. As younger generations may be experiencing progressive increases in obesity prevalence over their lifetime, this may have implications for an unprecedented acceleration of type 2 diabetes and overall mortality in the population. Therefore, a more comprehensive evaluation of patterns of obesity prevalence over the life course, from early childhood through late adulthood, would be beneficial for understanding the full effect of the US obesity epidemic on future estimates of obesity-related morbidity and mortality. Our objective, therefore, was to evaluate trajectories of obesity over the life course for the US population. We hypothesized that recent birth cohorts of Americans are manifesting higher obesity prevalence much earlier in the life course. Identification of these trends is critical for making accurate projections of future risk of chronic disease and life expectancy in the United States.
Methods

Data source
For our analyses, we used the National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES), 12 which are serial cross-sectional surveys conducted on nationwide probability samples of the non-institutionalized civilian population during the following periods: 1971-1975, 1976-1980, 1988-1994, 1999-2000, 2001-2002, 2003-2004 and 2005-2006 . NHANES has a stratified multistage probability sampling design, oversampling certain subpopulations (that is, adolescents and minority groups) to provide reliable statistical estimates, thus requiring sampling weights to be applied to the population estimates to allow generalizibility of the results.
Study definitions
Although obesity among children aged 2-19 years is currently defined by BMI percentile cutoffs based on the Centers for Disease Control 2000 Growth Charts (BMI X95th percentile), 13 obesity among adults is defined by absolute
), resulting in a discontinuity in the categorizations during the transition from adolescence to adulthood. For example, a 19-year-old girl with a BMI of 30 would be classified as not obese using the pediatric standards, as the 95th percentile BMI threshold is 31 kg m -2 , but she would be classified as obese using the adult standards. As most children have completed their linear growth by age 17, and the 95th percentile crosses the adult BMI threshold of 30 by age 17 for boys and girls on the Centers for Disease Control growth charts, we defined obesity in this study as a BMI X95th percentile for individuals aged 2-16 years or X30 kg m -2 for individuals 17 years or older.
Study design and sample
We conducted an age-period-birth cohort (APC) analysis of obesity prevalence over the life course for the US population. Although APC analyses are typically conducted using longitudinal data, we are unaware of nationally representative longitudinal data in the United States with measured heights and weights across a wide span of age groups and birth cohorts. Different individuals are sampled at each NHANES, therefore we created birth cohorts across surveys to represent actual birth cohorts. We limited our study population to individuals from birth cohorts 1926 and older who were 2-79 years of age. Individuals were grouped into 10-year age groups and 10-year birth cohorts. We note that only individuals up to 74 years of age were included in the NHANES conducted in 1971-1975 and 1976-1980 .
Age-period-birth cohort definitions
With APC analyses, the outcome of interest, obesity prevalence, is evaluated according to three different dimensions of time. Age represents the age of individuals, period represents historical time and birth cohort represents the year in which individuals were born. These three dimensions of time are distinct, but they are not independent because they are related by the equation: Birth cohort ¼ Period-Age. For this analysis, age was represented by the age of the individual at each NHANES. NHANES does not provide the date of examination for participants, therefore period was defined either by the midpoint (NHANES 1971 (NHANES -1975 (NHANES , 1976 (NHANES -1980 (NHANES , 1988 (NHANES -1994 or the first year for each of the 2-year surveys. Finally, birth cohort was calculated by subtracting age from period. As some survey periods could span up to 6 years, we also assessed cohort trends in which we defined period as either the first or last year of the surveys; these analyses revealed similar trends (data not shown).
Data analysis
We calculated prevalence of obesity for the overall sample population at each of the surveys. Sampling weights for each survey period, provided with the NHANES data sets, were used to adjust prevalence estimates for the complex multicluster sample design and for oversampling and nonresponse. Taylor series linearization was used for variance estimation of obesity prevalence estimates (standard error estimates are shown in the Appendix), consistent with the complex sampling design. 14 As in traditional APC analyses, we evaluated obesity prevalence according to two of three dimensions of time. First, we evaluated period trends by age, estimating obesity prevalence across surveys for specific age groups. We then evaluated period trends by cohort, estimating obesity prevalence across surveys for specific birth cohorts. As BMI generally increases with age over the life course, it is difficult to fully evaluate cohort trends in obesity without adjustment for age. Therefore, we evaluated age trends by birth cohort, Getting heavier, younger JM Lee et al estimating obesity prevalence across age groups for specific birth cohorts over the life course overall, and for each gender and race separately. We also evaluated trends by gender and race subgroups; however, we do not report these trends as the standard error estimates were high. An age trend by birth cohort analysis of BMI was also conducted for the overall population.
For the age trend by birth cohort analyses, individuals from specific age and cohort groups were sometimes represented within two different surveys. As each NHANES has its own unique survey weights, estimates from each survey could not be merged. Therefore, we calculated a weighted proportion based on the obesity prevalence and number of individuals represented for each survey, using the appropriate sampling weights. For example, the weighted obesity prevalence for individuals born during 1966-1975 at age 10-19 years was 8.5 and 10.3% for NHANES 1976 NHANES -1980 NHANES and 1988 NHANES -1994 , respectively, out of an estimated total of 9 885 875 and 13 600 000 individuals from their respective age and birth cohort groups. We then calculated the weighted proportion as follows: ((9 885 875*8.5%) þ (13 600 000*10.3%))/ (9 885,875 þ 13 600 000) ¼ 9.5%. When estimates of obesity prevalence for specific subgroups had to be combined, independence was assumed for the standard error calculations.
Absolute increases in obesity prevalence were calculated for the age trend by birth cohort analyses. The percentage increase between decades of life was calculated by subtracting obesity prevalence of a specific decade of life from the previous decade of life.
Because the inherent intent of an APC analysis is to identify and describe patterns and trends and not to test specific hypotheses, we did not perform statistical comparisons of specific cohorts or age groups. Furthermore with this study, we were not attempting to estimate the relative effects of each of these three factors on obesity prevalence. Standard errors are included in tables as part of the appendix. Finally, we note that in the subanalysis of age by cohort trends for blacks, because the standard error estimate for blacks from cohort 1926-1935 in the 30-39 year age group was particularly high (Table 6 , Appendix), this point was not included in the age by birth cohort graph for blacks.
Results
The demographic characteristics of the sample populations for each of the NHANES are shown in Table 1 . The serial cross-sectional comparison over time highlights the previously well-described relative aging of the US population and the proportional decrease in children and adolescents over the survey periods.
Period trends in obesity prevalence by age Period trends in obesity prevalence by age are shown in Figure 1 . With the exception of the 70-79 year age group, Getting heavier, younger JM Lee et al absolute obesity prevalences were higher for older compared with younger individuals. There were increases in obesity prevalence across age groups between 1978 and 2000, reflecting the period effects of the obesity epidemic. However, after 2000, trends in obesity prevalence were less consistent across age groups.
Period trends in obesity prevalence by birth cohort Period trends in obesity by birth cohort are shown in Figure 2 . With the exception of the 1926 cohort, absolute obesity prevalences were higher for older compared with younger birth cohorts, reflecting the age effects of obesity, as the older cohorts consisted of adults, whereas the younger cohorts consisted of children. There were increases in obesity prevalence across birth cohorts between 1978 and 2000, again reflecting the period effects of the obesity epidemic. However, after 2000, trends in obesity prevalence across birth cohorts were less consistent.
Age trends in obesity prevalence by birth cohort Age trends in obesity by birth cohort are shown in Gender and race differences We found differences in age trends by birth cohort by gender (Figures 5a and b) and race (Figures 6a and b) . 1996 -2005 1986 -1995 1976 -1985 1966 -1975 1956 -1965 1946 -1955 1936 -1945 1926 -1935 1996 -2005 1986 -1995 1976 -1985 1966 -1975 1956 -1965 1946 -1955 1936 -1945 1926 -1935 Getting heavier, younger JM Lee et al Absolute obesity prevalences were higher for female cohorts compared with male cohorts, and for black cohorts compared with white cohorts. We also found gender and race differences with regard to the attenuation of obesity trends leading to the last decade of life. The slopes of the final lines leading to the last decade of life for each cohort were notably lower for females compared with males, and for whites compared with blacks. For example, the absolute percentage increase in obesity across cohorts was 4% for females versus 7% for males, and 6% for whites versus 10% for blacks.
Age trends in body mass index by birth cohort Age trends in BMI across birth cohorts are shown in Figure 7 , showing that similar patterns are generally observed for BMI as with obesity prevalence.
Discussion
Our period by age and period by birth cohort analyses reveal the extent to which the epidemic of obesity has reached across age groups and birth cohorts in the United States, and our age group by birth cohort analysis illustrates the dramatic shift in patterns of obesity prevalence over the life course that have occurred related to increases in obesity among younger individuals in the population. Because recent cohorts of individuals are reaching a higher prevalence of obesity earlier in the life course, they are experien- Our results suggest that they underestimated future rates of type 2 diabetes, as they assumed constant age-specific rates of diabetes prevalence and incidence based on individuals from the 1984-2000 National Health Interview Surveys, some of whom were from much older cohorts. For example, rates of diabetes among 50-to 59-year olds were based on individuals from the 1936 and 1926 cohorts, for whom obesity rates were substantially lower throughout the life course. The assumption by Narayan et al. of constant rates, therefore, did not account for the increasing prevalence of obesity among younger individuals in the population. Furthermore, the mean age of diagnosis of type 2 diabetes may be even younger than projected by Narayan et al., given that they did not account for the increasing duration of obesity over the life course occurring among younger cohorts. Independent of the severity of obesity, studies have shown that obesity duration is an important risk factor for type 2 diabetes, 15, 16 suggesting that a cumulative exposure to excess body weight may hasten the onset of type 2 diabetes among individuals. The increasing prevalence and duration of obesity occurring among the younger cohorts in the population may therefore lead to a shift in the epidemiology of type 2 diabetes within the population, with an earlier age of onset of type 2 diabetes during young or middle adulthood rather than later in adulthood. Such a shift will presumably have important consequences for future morbidity and mortality, independent of absolute increases in rates of type 2 diabetes, as an earlier age of onset that the epidemic of obesity would result in potential declines in US life expectancy in the twenty-first century. Using a life table approach, they calculated the reduction in death rates that would occur if all obese individuals in the US population had an optimal adult body weight (BMI ¼ 24), forecasting reductions in life expectancy of anywhere from one-third to three-fourths of a year. However, their assumptions regarding obesity prevalence were based on estimates from the period 1988-1994, 8 which represented just the midpoint of the obesity epidemic, and were based only on adults, the majority of whom were from much older birth cohorts (1885 to 1976). Therefore, their predictions likely represent an underestimate of reductions in life expectancy related to healthy versus obese BMI. The greater prevalence and duration of obesity observed among younger cohorts compared with older cohorts warrant further studies to better understand the future effect of these birth cohort trends on the age of onset and incidence of type 2 diabetes, other obesity-related chronic diseases and overall life expectancy in the US population. . It has been hypothesized that adolescence is a critical period for development of obesity, which may be associated with greater risk for persistence of obesity and obesity-associated morbidity in adulthood. 21 Therefore, we speculate that long-term trends in obesity may be different for more recent cohorts. However, even under the assumption that period trends in obesity are stabilizing across most birth cohorts, our life course approach places these trends in a different perspective. Even if the plateau in obesity prevalence persists beyond this 2-year period trend, because younger generations already are carrying a higher obesity prevalence as well as a longer duration of obesity for a given age compared with previous generations, this raises the question of whether 'halting' or stabilizing the epidemic currently will be enough to change future rates of obesity-related 1996 -2005 1986 -1995 1976 -1985 1966 -1975 1956 -1965 1946 -1955 1936 -1945 1926 -1935 2 Getting heavier, younger JM Lee et al morbidity and mortality among younger generations. Our findings suggest that initiatives must not only halt but actually reverse population trends in obesity in order to return risks of obesity-related complications to levels experienced by older generations. The differences in age group by birth cohort obesity trends by race and gender have important implications for disparities in chronic disease over the life course. Improvements in obesity trends leading to the most recent decade of life were greater for white compared with black cohorts. Given that absolute obesity prevalences are already higher for black cohorts compared with white cohorts, such a trend may lead to further increases in the disproportionate burden of chronic disease among the black population in the United States. 22 Regarding gender differences, improvements in obesity trends leading to the most recent decade of life were greater for female compared with male cohorts. Therefore, although females have higher absolute obesity prevalence compared with males, US males may 'catch-up' with their female same-age peers with regard to obesity prevalence. These recent race-and gender-specific trends will be critical for future projection of chronic disease rates and life expectancy.
Males
Our study is novel, in that it evaluated age, period and cohort trends in US obesity prevalence over the life course, from 2 to 79 years of age. We also looked at cohort trends in BMI, which were similar to the obesity trends, indicating that BMI distribution has shifted across the population, regardless of weight status. Wang and Beydoun 23 recently performed a systematic review and meta-analysis of studies published on the obesity epidemic in the United States, but only starting from 1990, and evaluated just period estimates of obesity prevalence, separately for children and adults. Other studies have evaluated cohort trends in obesity, but have either exclusively focused on the elderly, with the 1956-1965 birth cohort as the youngest cohort of interest, 24 or predicted obesity rates for older adults. 25 Therefore, this is the first study to account for the potential effects of the childhood obesity epidemic on birth cohort differences in obesity over time. Other strengths include the use of nationally representative data, the availability of measured height and weight, and the ability to evaluate trends separately by gender and race. Although we would like to evaluate birth cohort trends in obesity-related complications, focusing in particular on the youngest US individuals, the current prevalence estimates of chronic disease in younger individuals are quite low; for example, the estimated prevalence of type 2 diabetes among US children and adolescents (0-19 years) is only 0.02%. 26 As a result, assessing these trends for younger individuals using NHANES would likely result in unreliable estimates. This is consistent with our hypothesis that the increasing duration and prevalence of obesity in the childhood population will not have implications for development of chronic obesity-related diseases until decades later in life, as these children age into adulthood. 27 We acknowledge that there are limitations to our study. The trends we identified must be cautiously interpreted given that the birth cohorts that we created did not consist of the same individuals across all waves. For example, it is possible that obesity prevalence was underestimated among the older age groups (60-69 years and 70-79 years), given the known association between obesity and excess mortality. 5 Although age period cohort analyses are ideally conducted using longitudinal data, to our knowledge no such data exist over a similar time span for a representative sample of the US population. Our assumptions regarding the year of the interview could lead to misclassification of individuals into birth cohorts. However, the purpose of our study was to identify overall population trends, and these trends were consistent in our sensitivity analyses (data not shown). We recognize that trends in obesity differ dramatically by gender and race; for example, prevalence estimates of obesity among black females are significantly higher compared with black males and white females. 23 Unfortunately, we could not evaluate age by birth cohort trends for gender-and race-specific groups, because of smaller sample sizes resulting in unstable estimates. We could not generate analyses for Mexican Americans because of the fact that they were not oversampled until the later NHANES; other ethnic groups (Asian Americans and other Hispanic) could not be included because they are not oversampled. Although individuals were classified as either black or white for NHANES 1971-1975 and 1976-1980 , they were classified as nonHispanic white and non-Hispanic black for the remaining surveys. Finally, BMI is an inexpensive method for assessing body fat in large epidemiologic studies, but BMI has its limitations as a measure. One study showed that for a comparable BMI, older persons have higher body fat compared with younger persons, and women have higher body fat compared with men; therefore, we may have underestimated obesity among these groups. 28 
Conclusion
Recent birth cohorts within the US population are experiencing a greater duration and degree of obesity over their lifetime. From a public health perspective, these findings portend a continued acceleration of the burden of obesity-related chronic disease, decrements in quality of life and potential decreases in life expectancy within the US population. (1971) (1972) (1973) (1974) (1975) 
